Cakewalk StudioWare


Yamaha corporation makes no warranties, either express or implied, regarding this computer software and associated materials, its fitness for any particular purpose. Yamaha corporation shall not , in any case, be liable for any incidental or consequential damages arising from any claim under this agreement. You will be eligible to receive update notices and announcements about program enhancements as soon as they become available.

Enclosed within this folder are 2 Cakewalk StudioWare panels designed for use with the Yamaha SW1000XG soundcard, or the MU100/MU100R tone module.

StudioWare allows you to control any MIDI device from within Cakewalk. The StudioWare view  provides graphical controls called widgets that send data and generate MIDI Controller events as you move them.  The data and events may be recorded into tracks, or sent directly to MIDI ports for real-time control of MIDI devices. There is also a Design Mode where you can create your own StudioWare panels.

The 2 panels attached here should be copied to your Cakewalk directory, and you should follow the instructions detailed in the Cakewalk 6.0 or 7.0 owners manual on how to install them and use them within your own song data.

To load each panel, select File-Open from your Cakewalk menu bar. Select ‘StudioWare’ as the file type, then select the desired StudioWare panel.

The panels are designed for use in Cakewalk Pro Audio 6.0x, 7.0x or 8.0x.

The panels are designed for use under Windows 95 or Windows 98

You can record your widget movements into tracks.  To do so, click the Record button in the StudioWare view.  Start playback.  Now, when you click on a widget, recording starts.  As you drag the widget, each position is recorded into the track as a controller event.  When you release the widget, recording stops.  (Playback continues, so that you may later click to record another series of widget movements.) This only works for widgets that send their events to tracks, and not directly to MIDI ports.

Some of the defined faders do send data to the port directly, so please bear this in mind.

Please also bear in mind that the amount of data represented in the StudioWare panels is very large, and that Cakewalk will almost always (when using snapshots) send all of this data out on 1 midi tick, this can lead to problems with slower machines.

If the widget is part of a Group, then all of the other widgets in the group will move and be recorded, too.
This recording works in a special "punch-in" mode: Controllers of that kind will be muted in the widget's track, and replaced by the new controllers you record.  (Other kinds of events in the track are not muted or replaced, so it's safe to mix controller events and notes in the same track.)  You can click on as many widgets as you want; each one will be a separate recording segment for each widget's destination track.

 Use Mode (StudioWare view)
When the Design button is up, you are in "Use" mode. Any mouse manipulation of the StudioWare widgets will generate MIDI data that you can record into tracks or send to MIDI ports.  You can switch back and forth between Design mode and Use mode as often as you want by clicking the Design button.

The password for both of these panels is yamaha. This password is purely to avoid accidental erasure of the panels or modification.

On entering design mode (should you wish to modify the panels) please enter this password.

The 2 panels attached here are for control of the audio and midi parameters on the SW1000XG. They cover many of the major parameters on the SW1000Xg and also the optional PLG100VH and PLG100VL daughterboards.

They are intended for use and modification should you so wish, and in design mode give a full account of each parameter's sysex data value.

The SW1000Mixer panel offers full control over the midi data volume , pan and effects send levels for tracks 1-16. To activate all of the tracks, please go to your main arrange page in Cakewalk Pro Audio and make tracks 1-16 active. This will result in the StudioWare panel data being 'un-greyed'
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The mixer sends out midi controller data for the main parameters such as volume, pan, reverb, chorus and variation. The right hand side of the mixer shows the controls for transport, and master effects return levels. Please ensure that these are up to a level that will allow you to hear and modifications to the effects on the midi parts that you make. The top right is the master EQ section and shows a 5 band graphic EQ. Clicking on the button marked 'Master Eq' towards the lower part of the screen brings up the master EQ in more detail. The effects assignments and graphics are for the main CHorus reverb and variation effects busses, and allow full control over the effect selected along with most of the parameters that go with each effect. Please refer to your SW1000Xg manual for more details on the parameters for each effect. These are numbered in accordance with the order in which they are represented in the manual.

The variation and insertion effects are set to preset types for 3 of the graphics. This is to show the possibilities of designing graphically pleasing effects busses for your own use in Cakewalk. The Master control effects unit, located towards the bottom right hand corner of the screen, will bring up the effects in more detail and lists most of the available effects for insertion and variation modes.

All of these effects can be modified and Yamaha encourage users to play around with the designs set out here.

The Audiomix button in the bottom right hand corner will bring up the overlay mixer for control of the 12 individual audio assignment channels (SW1000 wave out 1-6 in stereo or as 12 mono tracks). Please again note that this mixer uses system exclusive data, and can result in massive amounts of data being added to your event list.

The voice edit button will bring up the layout select option from where you can select the SW1000EDIT panel.

The 5 buttons marked 'rock, pop etc) located below the transport bar call up the preset eq settings of the SW1000Xg master EQ unit.

Time and Plug ins call up the Cakewalk BIGTIME window and the Cakewalk Direct X compatible Plug ins windows, and not the Yamaha PLG series daughter boards.

Midi-set and Audio-set buttons call up Cakewalk Midi device and Audio device Windows to allow you to easily select which ports are in operation

Along the top of each channel is the hi and low EQ for each midi track. This is a 12dB cut/boost EQ system.

The buttons marked S and M are the solo and mute for each track, whilst the voice button calls up the sounds based upon the instrument definition file that you may have loaded. cakewalk 6.0 and 7.0 come with full instrument definition files for XG, and these can be easily modified to incorporate the new voices available on the SW1000XG. Please refer to your Cakewalk users manual on how to create your own Instrument maps.

The Harmoniser button is to control the parameters of the PLG100VH harmoniser board which is an optional extra for the SW1000Xg. This will not function if the PLG100VH is not fitted to the SW1000XG.

The small buttons just to the right of the volume faders for each track call up the effects send levels for chorus reverb and variation for each track, whilst the part number indicators in the effects control unit (bottom right) shows which midi channel has the insertion effects assigned to it.

The second panel (SW1000EDIT) is designed to access all of the major synth parameters of the SW1000XG, and is split into the relevant sections for AMP Envelopes, Filter, Drum edit etc.
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Most of the parameters will be self explanatory and correspond to those found in both XGworks and XGedit.

The XG reset button in the top left will set the SW1000XG into its default XG mode, whilst the GM reset will switch the card into GM mode. Please be aware of this when attempting to edit certain parameters.

POLY/MOMO button at the top of the screen switches the midi channel currently being used to either poly or mono mode and the portamento amount if so desired.

INS part number allows the insertion effect 1 to be assigned to a specific midi part from within this editor window.

VLEDIT button at the bottom right hand corner of the main edit window is for use with the PLG100VL plug in board, and will not function without this board fitted. It allows part assignment of the PLG100VL along with access to some of the common parameters that are on the card.

The test keyboard plays only single notes and is dependent on the Key number set by the small slider to its left side.

The Master tuning sets values for coarse, fine and intermediate tuning and will affect the entire tuning of all midi channels on the card. The microtune voice keyboard allows small offsets to be made to individual sounds on midi channels.

The ins and sys buttons at the top of the screen determine the variation connection type.

More information on panel design and modification can be found in the Cakewalk 6.0x, 7.0x and 8.0x User’s Guide and on the CD-ROM in the techniqs folder.

Full information on StudioWare can be obtained online at www.cakewalk.com, or online at www.xgfactory.com

* Caution

 The Yamaha SW1000XG StudioWare panels are Freeware. They may be used, duplicated, modified and distributed freely. However you expressly acknowledge and agree that use of these panels is at your exclusive risk. This document and the software described in it are copyrighted (c)1998 by YAMAHA corporation with all rights reserved.


